He, and heavy ions from C-Fe during 18 CME-driven interplanetary (IP) shocks observed near 1 AU. Our results show that each of the 18 IP shocks is accompanied by enhancements in the intensities of both 3 He and He + ions. In addition we find that, on a case-by-case basis, the abundances of He + and the heavier elements such as C-Fe (but not 3 He) are depleted systematically as a function of the ion's M/Q ratio when compared with those measured in the ambient suprathermal ion population upstream of the IP shocks. These results show for the first time that individual IP shocks routinely accelerate ions from multiple seed populations, such as multiple solar energetic particle events, corotating interaction regions, pickup ions, etc., via systematic rigidity-dependent acceleration processes where ions with higher rigidity or M/Q ratios are accelerated less efficiently than those with lower M/Q ratios. We also compare the M/Q-dependent depletion of these abundances with the locally measured shock parameters and explore why the 3 He abundance does not fit into the systematic M/Q-charge-dependent fractionation processes. Subject headingg s: acceleration of particles -interplanetary medium -Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
INTRODUCTION
In situ measurements of energetic particles, plasmas, and magnetic fields in the vicinity of coronal mass ejection (CME)Ydriven interplanetary (IP) shocks near 1 AU have been routinely used to test predictions of shock acceleration theories in detail over the last five decades (e.g., Kennel et al. 1986; van Nes et al. 1984; Desai et al. 2003; Lario et al. 2005) . Prior to the 1990s the ion intensity enhancements associated with such IP shocks were believed to occur due to the diffusive acceleration of ambient solar wind ions by the shocks as they moved through the IP medium (e.g., Lee 1983; Forman & Webb1985) . However, using isotopic composition data from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE ) Ultra Low Energy Isotope Spectrometer ( ULEIS), Desai et al. (2001 Desai et al. ( , 2003 found large enrichments of 3 He ions over the solar wind value in more than half of the IP shock events they surveyed. Over the same period, Kucharek et al. (2003) surveyed the ionic composition of He from the ACE Solar Energetic Particle Ionic Charge Analyzer (SEPICA) and found strongly enhanced abundances of He + ions during many CME-driven IP shock events. Since both 3 He and He + ions are extremely rare in the solar wind (relative abundance ratios are $4 ; 10 À4 ; see Gloeckler & Geiss 1998a) , these results provide compelling evidence that the seed population for IP shocks contains suprathermal material from a variety of sources that include flare-accelerated 3 He-rich material and interstellar pickup He + ions. Desai et al. (2003) also surveyed the elemental composition of C-Fe ions and found that the average C-Fe abundances in IP shock events were systematically depleted according to the ion's mass-per-charge ratio when compared with the corresponding average values measured in the suprathemal ion population upstream of the shocks. Desai et al. (2003) interpreted these depletions as being consistent with rigidity-dependent shock acceleration mechanisms ( Lee 2005) where ions with higher M/Q values are accelerated less efficiently than those with lower M/Q values (also see Klecker et al.1981 Klecker et al. , 2000 Klecker et al. , 2003 Tylka et al. 1999) .
However, the Desai et al. (2001 Desai et al. ( , 2003 and Kucharek et al. (2003) studies were carried out independently. Consequently, at present it is not clear whether the same IP shock can accelerate 3 He and He + ions from distinct sources via the same rigiditydependent shock acceleration processes. In this paper we survey the $0.25Y0.8 MeV nucleon
He, He + , and C-Fe abundances measured by ULEIS and SEPICA during several IP shock events observed at ACE from 1997 November to 2000 October. Specifically, we investigate whether a single IP shock can accelerate ions from multiple sources via the same rigidity-dependent acceleration processes. Finally, we discuss our results in terms of the variability of the seed population and the physical nature of the shock acceleration processes.
INSTRUMENTATION
We use suprathermal through energetic particle measurements between 0.25 and 0.80 MeV nucleon À1 obtained by high-resolution mass spectrometers ULEIS and SEPICA on board ACE (Stone et al.1998 , respectively, even when the corresponding ratios fall below the 1% level. Both instruments measure He ions in comparable energy ranges between $0.25 and 2.0 MeV nucleon À1 . In addition, ULEIS can measure the elemental abundances of C to Ni. For a more detailed description of these instruments, see Mason et al. (1998) and Möbius et al. (1998) .
OBSERVATIONS
In this study we select 18 CME-driven IP shocks during the period from 1997 November to 2000 October. These events are a subset of those surveyed by Desai et al. (2003) , who selected their events on the basis of the following criteria: (1) the 0.5Y 2.0 MeV nucleon À1 4 He, O, and Fe intensities increase by a factor of 5; (2) the intensity-time profiles track each other; and (3) no velocity dispersion during onsets. In order to focus on events with multiple seed populations, for this work we selected events from the list of Desai et al. (2003) that also had SEPICA data coverage and measurable levels of He + and 3 He. À1 energy range measured by ACE ULEIS and SEPICA for the day of year 177, 1999 IP shock (brown line). The purple band represents the shockassociated sampling interval. The yellow band represents the sampling interval used to give us a proxy of the ambient suprathermal ion abundances. We selected upstream intervals corresponding to all 18 events on the basis of the following: (1) the interval should start within 7 days of the shock arrival, and (2) it should end before (or at) the estimated or actual launch time of the CME that we determined was most likely responsible for driving the IP shock.
We first estimated the CME launch time by using the measured shock speed at 1 AU and propagating it back to the Sun. We then identified the CME 1 that most likely generated the shock and obtained its actual launch time from the Sun. In most cases (12 out of 18), the estimated launch time occurred before the actual CME launch time, probably because the IP shocks decelerated en route to L1. These criteria have enabled us to select the upstream intervals that fall within $1 week of the IP shock event. Furthermore, these upstream intervals are also unlikely to contain particles that were accelerated by the same IP shock when it was near the Sun. We believe that the ion composition measured in these upstream intervals provides us with a reasonable proxy for the suprathermal ion population that the associated IP shock could have encountered en route to Earth (also see Desai et al. 2003) . Figure 3 investigates the relationship between the shockaccelerated abundances and the corresponding upstream abundances as a function of the ion's M/Q ratio for two IP shock events, namely, (1) event 5 on 1999 June 26, 1931 UT, and (2) event 6 on 1999 July 6, 1425 UT. The mean ionization states for the heavy He, O, and Fe (solid lines) measured by ACE ULEIS and the He + / He 2+ ratio ( filled circles) measured by SEPICA for event 5 of Table 1 . The yellow-shaded region shows the ambient interval, the purple-shaded region shows the shock interval, the brown line represents the shock arrival at ACE, and the arrows show the estimated and actual CME launch.
ions are taken as the average values measured in gradual solar energetic particles (SEPs; Klecker et al.1999; Möbius et al.1999 Möbius et al. , 2000 . We have chosen average charge states here for this first limited study because the main trend of the charge states with species remains the same even if all charge states in an SEP event shift to higher or lower values (Möbius et al. 2000) . The solid lines indicate linear fits to the log of the data points ( By performing a similar analysis for all 18 IP shock events in our survey, we found the following: (1) In 15 out of 18 events the trend is similar to that shown in Figure 3; i.e., the IP shock abundances are systematically depleted with respect to M/Q. (2) In 12 out of 18 events 3 He falls under the line; in 3 events the 3 He data point falls on the line, and in 3 events it lies above the line. (3) In 7 out of 12 events He + falls on the line; in 2 events the He + data point falls below the line, and in 3 events it is above the line.
In Figure 4 we investigate the relation between the slope of the fit for each IP shock (as in Fig. 3 ) and (1) the density compression ratio, H, and (2) V ¼ V s sec ( Bn ), which is the shock speed in the upstream solar wind frame along the upstream magnetic field direction. We selected these shock parameters merely because the former provides information about the strength of the shock and the latter is often used as a proxy for the injection threshold speed (Tsurutani & Lin 1985; Tylka & Lee 2006) . Although there is a hint of correlation in Figure 4a (a correlation coefficient r ¼ À0:427 represents an $8% chance of being exceeded by a pair of uncorrelated quantities), we remark that this sample is too small to be statistically significant. Likewise, even though the correlation in Figure 4b is poor (r ¼ 0:098 represents a 71% chance of being exceeded by a pair of uncorrelated parameters), it is possible that our sample could contain two distinct groups of events with opposite dependence on V s with a possible break point at $750 km s
À1
. We also tried to find a correlation between the slope and Bn (not shown), but without success. He ratio is slightly enhanced, while that observed during the remaining five events is similar to the corresponding upstream value. In contrast, the Fe/C ratio in six IP shock events is similar to that observed upstream of the shocks, and for one event it is slightly enhanced. 2. In 15 of the 18 events, the C-Fe abundances are systematically depleted according to the ion's M/Q ratio when compared with those of the ambient suprathermal population measured upstream of the shocks. In 7 out of 12 events, the He + abundance also follows the same trend with M/Q as that exhibited by the C-Fe abundances.
3. There is no significant correlation between the M/Qdependent depletion and the locally measured IP shock parameters, such as the density compression ratio, the shock speed in the upstream plasma frame, and Bn .
4. In 11 events the 3 He/ 4
He and Fe/C ratios are depleted with respect to the ambient population.
M/Q-dependent Acceleration of Suprathermal
Ions from Multiple Sources
Since the 3 He and He + ions are extremely rare in the solar wind, they serve as unique tracers of their source material; the 3 He ions come from prior flare activity (see Mason et al.1999) , while the He + ions are interstellar pickup ions ( Möbius et al. 1985; Gloeckler et al. 1994 ). Consequently, their very presence in the accelerated population with relative abundances that are substantially enhanced over the corresponding solar wind values essentially confirms the suprathermal origin of the source population for all 18 of the CME-driven IP shocks studied here (e.g., Desai et al. 2001 ; Table 1 ). Kucharek et al. 2003) . Note also that He + pickup ions have a very different phase space distribution than other suprathermal heavy ions. Desai et al. (2003) showed that the C-Fe abundances averaged over 72 IP shock events had a negative dependence on the M/Q ratio when compared with the values averaged over upstream intervals of the same 72 IP shocks. Thus, our study extends the earlier work of Desai et al. and Kucharek et al. in two important ways: (1) the same IP shock can routinely accelerate ions from different sources, and (2) on a case-by-case basis, the abundances of C-Fe and He + are systematically depleted according to the ion's M/Q ratio when compared with the corresponding abundances measured in the ambient suprathermal ion population upstream of the shocks. Furthermore, even though the heavy ions C-Fe and pickup He + clearly originate from different sources, their relative abundances in the accelerated populations are nonetheless organized by the same simple rigidity-or M/Q-dependent fractionation processes in which ions with higher rigidity or M/Q ratio are accelerated less efficiently than those with lower M/Q ratio, at least when compared with a preexisting particle distribution in the same energy range.
Since such M/Q-dependent fractionation processes are consistent with predictions of diffusive shock acceleration models (see, e.g., Zank et al. 2005; Lee 2005) , the heavy ion composition might be expected to exhibit larger fractionation effects at stronger shocks. However, we found that the systematic M/Qdependent fractionation in IP shock abundances did not exhibit any clear dependence on the locally measured shock parameters. One possible reason is that the shock parameters are determined locally, while the IP shocks probably accelerated ions from the Sun en route to 1 AU. Thus, our IP shockYassociated time intervals could also contain particles that may have been accelerated by the same IP shock at earlier times when it was probably stronger and had different orientation. Indeed, such poor correlations between the accelerated ion populations and the local shock parameters have been observed for decades (e.g., van Nes et al. 1984; Tsurutani & Lin 1985; Desai et al. 2004; Ho et al. 2005) and are not likely to be fully understood without using Fig. 4. -Slope of the fit (in Fig. 3 ) for all the events as a function of (a) the density compression ratio and (b) the injection speed. See Table 1 for the shock parameters. N is the number of events, r is the correlation coefficient, and p is the probability that a random distribution exceeds the correlation. Table 1 . The line is a fit that does not include
